Robust spots finding in microarray images with distortions.
Microarray images, which allow the analysis of hybridization expressions of genes, have been one of the most widely used high-throughput technologies with many different applications. Accurate and automatic microarray image analysis is very important since researchers trust the information provided in these experiments and construct conclusions based on the results produced by the software responsible in analyzing the hybridized arrays. Every microarray image contains thousands of spots, so how to do the spots finding in microarray images accurately and automatically is very meaningful. There are always some problems, such as rotation and distortion, in a microarray image caused by mechanical errors and/or optical errors in the system. All these problems will hinder "doi"ng analysis automatically. Early research has worked out several algorithms to deal with the rotation problem, but those algorithms can not handle microarray images with distortions. In this paper, we propose a robust spots finding method to deal with both rotation and/or distortion in microarray images. The proposed method provides automatic gridding and can handle a microarray image with different type of rotation (global or sub-array rotation) and optical distortions.